
 

Criteria i : CurriCular aspeCts 

 

1.4.1 & 1.4.2: institution obtains  feedbaCk on the 
syllabus and its transaCtion at the institution 
from the following  stakeholders 

1) students 2)teaChers 3)employers 4) alumni   



 

Teacher' Feedback on SyllabuS and iTS 
TranSacTion aT The inSTiTuTion 
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Analysis Report of reachers' Feedback 2020 - 20zI on
Syllabus and its Transaction at the rnstitution

The teacher feedback actually functioned as an employee satisfaction survey. BToh of the
teachers agreed that courses included in the academic curriculum are comprehensive. 89% of the

teachers satisfied about the balance between knowledge and skill based inputs in academic

curriculum. 90% of the teachers agreed with the alignment of the course contents with the

Iearriing outcomes. 83% of the teachers satisfied with the relevance of the course contents to the

changing requirements of the industry. 85% of the teachers agreed with the flexibility of the

academic curriculum in terms of the choice of electives offered. 89Yo of the teachers satisfied

with the enunciation of the learning outcomes in terms of conceptual, creative and thinking

skills. 85% of the teachers rated the alignment of the evaluation system with the testing of the

learning outcomes of each eourse in terms of conceptual, creative and critical thinking skills as

good and above, others disagreed with it.

*All figures are in percentage

sfr. ffi&v, ${" mFIAffi

Jasanna rrr rn re1?t6ifiJ,,-ne 
rnsn r sehsorocf lkl:e, si*or_B,Vasant Kunj, M;;ethlt 

? 0010

S"

l{o. Attributes Excellent
(s)

very
Good

(4)

Good
(3)

Average
(2)

Poor
(1)

1

FIow do you rate the comprehensiveness of
.the courses included in the academic
curriculum of the programme?

34.55% 38.18% 74.55% 9.09% 3.64yo

2

How do you rate the balance between
knowledge and skill based inputs in
academic curriculum of the programme?

41 .82% 27.27% 20.a0% 9,jgoh t.82%

1
J

F{ow- do you rate the alignment of the course
contents with the learning outcomes?

29.09% 43.64% 18.1 \Yo 7.27% 1.820h

4

How do you rate the relevance of the course
contents to the changing requirements of the
profession/industry?

27.27% 41 .92% 74.55% 10.91% 5.45%

5

How do you rate the flexibility of the
aeademic curriculum in terms of the choice
of electives offered?

38 18% 34.55% 12,730 12.73% 1.820A

6

How do you rate the enuneiation of the
.learning outcomes in terms of conceptual,
creative and thinking skills?

31.55% 29"09% 23.64% 9.090 3.640h

7

How do you rate the alignment of the
evaluation system with the testing of the
learning outcomes of each course in terms of
conceptual, creative and critical thinking
skitrls?

47.27% 29,09% g,0g% 12,7 3aA t.82%



How do yo,lr rxfx the c,*mprc&e*xive**ss r:f tfo* courses iscl$ded ir* the
x*cdemla eurri,*ukxrr c:f tlre progpamxre?

,},,*:pg,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,u*t, 3.-$,4s,iln f;';:fu,,q:,f.{*S*, *_*S?,,e

Hpwdo yox rmte ffie halance betrveen kr:orvledge axd sLill bas*d r$pute is
n*ademie crxriculum of ths pr*gramm*?

I . .$;lY,* ,,I*,&:i,*sffi,,#rl, s { s* t*i *$J*rr

MM. TqAVfi K" ffih{AR
Director

Jagannath lnternationa! Management School

OCF Pkt.*9, $ecton-B,
Vasent Kunj, New trefihi*t 100?0
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Hor.v do y*rl ra*e tke aligrrment of the corx*e csote$ts irith lhe learxi*g
crutecrrne*?

I*F**r, 1.S]9it l*.$"r'erage, I .l rc a

Horx' ds ysu {ete S:e retevanc€ *f th* s&ur*€ cs!}te![ts to flre *hanging
reqllirtmetlk ef the profes*iodi*du*tq$

3i'flt:fr!,H,si:, I ["] $] ] q,,i]

W
SM,. RAV! K. DHAffi,

Sirectpr
Jagannath Imternati*nal futranagement $chool

SGF Pkt.-S, Sect*r*B,
Vasant Kuamj, New ffietrhi-1X0070

/
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X . ls'*

How da yau ret* the flexibili?y *f the academic cun'iculur:r in terms of
the Ek$iee of electives *ffered?

!:;pg:,ilg'"

}{cw *tn you r*te the e:ru*ciatiix $f *:* le*r::ing orlt{$mes in te*ns of
qonceptual. crextive end tlri:rkilrg skiltrs?

;ii , ,tl -$ {':'. ,r

mm WLS;F*&R
Jasann,%'fr'ffi-H#ffiH'$f, ilT-

Vasant Kun!' $rBeuv u

--
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H*w ds yr1l rate th* aligruneut of the evaluati** sys{e$l u'ith the t*xtir1g

cf *&e texrr**:g uUte*mss Of Each cc$r$€ in ten:ls *f c*nceptu*l, cr*ative
amd *s*tical thi*ki:rg skills?

1:F**r, I "s]*r*,

Remarks

overall teachers are satisfied with the course content. The curriculum has focus on skill

deve.lopment and is career-oriented. The contents of the course are in conformity with the

learning outcomes. Evaluation of the course is appropriate to discriminate the students' The

curriculum caters to the needs of the industry/profession but have scope for improvement'
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Analysis Report on Teachers' Feedback 2019 - 2020 on
Syllabus and its Transaction at the Institution

The teacher feedback actually functioned as an employee satisfaction survey. 87%o of the

teachers agreed that courses included in the academic curriculum are comprehensive. 85% of the

teachers satisfied about the balance between knowledge and skill based inputs in academic

curriculum. 87% of the teashers agreed with the alignment of the course contents with the

learning outcomes. 85% of the teachers satisfied with the relevance of the course contents to the

changing requirements of the industry. gOYo of the teachers agreed with the flexibility of the

acadernic curriculum in terms of the choice of electives offered. 89% of the teachers satisfied

with the enunciation of the learning outcomes in terms of conceptual, creative and thinking

skills. 87% of the teachers rated the alignment of the evaluation system with the testing of the

learning outcomes of each course in terms of conceptual, creative and critical thinking skills as

good and above, others disagreed with it.

Director
Jagannath lnternational Management school

OCF Pkt.-$, Sector-B,
Vasant Kunj, Neuv ffimlhi-,|100f0

S.

No.
Attributes Excellent

(s)

very
Good

(4)

Good
(3)

Average
(2)

Poor
(1)

1

How do you rate the comprehensiveness of
the courses included in the aaademic
curriculum of the programme?

30.91% 43.64% 12.730h 7.27Yo 5.450

)
F{or,r, do you rate the balance between
knou'ledge and skill based inputs in
academic curriculum of the programme?

38. t8% 32.73% 14.55% 12.730A 1.82Y0

a
J

How' do vou rate the alignment of the course
contents u,ith the learning outcomes?

34.55% 29.09% 23.64% g.0g% 3.640

4

How do you rate the relevance of the course
contents to the changirr.g requirements of the
profession/industry?

47,27% 29,A9% 9.09% 12.73% 1.82%

5

How do you rate the flexibility of the
academic curriculum in terms of the choice
of electives offered?

29.09% 43.64% 1g.lg% 7.27Yo 1.82%

6

How do you rate the enunciation of the
learning outcomes in terms of conceptual,
creative and thinking skills?

4t.82% 27.27% 20,00% 9.09% r.82%

7

How do you rate the alignment of the
evalLtation system with the testing of the
learning outcomes of each course in terms of
conceptual, oreative and critical thinking
skills?

34,55% 38, l8% r4.s5% g.0g% 3,640h

Dm.

y
ffihflAffi

*A11 figures are in percentage
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{
ffic:ar d* you r*te the eornprehensiveress of,the courses ineludad in the

acxd*:ri* cr:rric*k"lrn erf th* preigrarxnte?

3 *Fqn*s-" 5.T5*-1's

,Au*:rg.*#r#,u'F,,#',} w. b

How do yow rate t&* b*n*nee bqtlqree* knowiedge a&d ski.tl bas*d i:tprtc in
academic curriculum of t*e ps6gr$mme?

$*:*p-6qey. $ $il$,*

DR. RAVI K. DHAR
Director

Jasann,,L'38?,#*lur,lg?qlschoor

Vasant futl, N;w Dethi-110070
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Fr,sw d* y*w retn the alisl,lr:rent *f *h* eoursts cor:tents with the leaming
*uteome*?

}.#rtrr".}.S,*Se

I:toxr do yox rete the relev*r:ce of the 6&rlr$e *qnt*nts to the ckar€irg
requiremc*ts *f tk* pr*f,essi*m/ixrdxstqSr?

l Sls r*$ *Fuu

DR. RAVN K. DHAR
Director

Jagannath Intemational Management school
OCF pkt.-9, Sector-B,

Vasant Kunj, New Deih[-I10020



Haw d* you rate the fiexibility ef t** aeademi* curricultw in tsrrn- qf
th* eh*ice of elec{iv"es e&r*d?

tr*S*,*r,* t,ffi).s'*
Jm,*{'.-.q*tr*#q}- I J ?s *

X*qr dtr ya*r mt* t}re esmltl*ietit:$ of,ths kamibg sutcsmex
*s terxxxs *f eox**p&*{ *mth'* aad *xinM*g skills?

$ .#t,w w ftlxfu'*,,sgftSf#-

_$ {*i}:i* r:



Haw do you rate th* alignmerrt ef,tke qvaludi*n *ystem rryith the testing of the
i**rrring outcome$ of eaeh fi$ur"$e in tcr:ns *f c**cepfu*l, *r*ati\re and eritical

thi$ki&S skiltrs?

1*S*or 3.S,1*$,

$-#p$,,$*

Remarks

Majority of teachers are satisfied with the comprehensiveness of the courses but have scope for

improvement. The learning outcomes of the curriculum are aligned with the contents of the

course. The evaluation system is also aligned with the learning outcomes but have scope for

improvement. The curriculum is balanced with regard to the theoretical and practical knowledge

and is career-oriented.

IQAC

DR. RAVI K. DHAR
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Data collection Year for assessment 

2018-19 
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Sytlabus and its Transaction the Institution
The teacher feedback actually functioned as an employee satisfaction survey. 89% of the

teachers agreed that courses included in the academic curriculum are comprehensive. 87% of the

teachers satisfied about the baiance between knowledge and skill based inputs in academic

curriculum. 90% of the teachers agreed with the alignment of the course contents with the

learning outcomes. 89% of the teachers satisfied with the relevance of the course contents to the

changing requirements of the industry. 87o/o of the teachers agreed with the flexibility of the

academic curriculum in terms of the choice of electives offered. 87% of the teachers satisfled

with the enunciation of the leaming outcomes in terms of conceptual, creative and thinking

skills, 89% of the teachers rated the alignment of the evaluation system with the testing of the

leaming outcomes of each course in terms of conceptual, creative and critical thinking skills as

good and above, others disagreed with it.

*A11 figures are in percentage

Analysis Report on Teachers' Feedback 2018 - 2019 on

DR. RAVI K' DHAR
Director

J a g a nn*U8E'ffifl :d Hffi*?HI:;n 
-'

Vasent t<uni, fqew Deihi-t'!S07u
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S.

No,
Attributes Excellent

(s)

very
Good

(4)

Good
(3)

Average
(2)

Poor
(1)

1

How' do you rate the comprehensiveness of
the courses included in the academic
curriculum of the programme?

3 0. et% 40.00% 18.18% 7.27% 3,64ah

2

F{o\\. do },ou rate the balance between
knou ledge and skill based inputs in
academic curriculum of the programme?

27.27% 43,64% 16,36% 7,270h 5,45Yo

.)
J

How do y,ou rate the alignment of the course
contents with the learning outcomes?

23.64% 45.45% 27.92% 7.27% t.82%

4

How do you rate the relevance of the course
contents to the changirrg requirements of the
profession/industry?

3 g. Lg% 25.45% 25,45% 9.A90A 1.820

5

How do you rate the flexibility of the
academic curriculum in terms of the choice
'of electives offered?

32.73% 32.73% 2l .82% 10.91% 1.820

6

How do you rate the enunciation of the
learning outcomes in terms of conceptual,
creative and thinking skills?

27,27% 34.55% 25,450A 9.}goh 3,640

7

How do you rate the alignment of the
evaluation system with the testing of the
learning outcomes of each course in terms of
conceptual, oreative and critical thinking
skills?

40.00% 3636% 72,73% 10.91% 0,000h
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DR. RAVI K. DF{AR
Director

Jagannath Intemational Management school
OCF Pkt.-9, Sector-B,

Vasant Kunj, New Delhi-I10070
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Remarks

or erall teachers are satisfied with the course content but have scope for improvement' The

curriculum carers to the needs of the industry/profession has focus on skill development but have

scope for improvement. The contents of the course are in conformity with the learning outcomes

and also evaluation system is aligned with the learning outcomes.

IQA
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Data collection Year for assessment 
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Analysis Report on Teachers' Feedback 2017 - 2018 on

Syllabus and its Transaction at the Institution

The teacher feedback actually functioned as an employee satisfaction survey. 94o/o of the

teachers agreed that courses included in the academic curriculum are comprehensive. 85% of the

teachers satisfied about the balance between knowledge and skill based inputs in academic

curriculum. gO% of the teachers agreed with the alignment of the course contents with the

learning outcomes. glYo of the teachers satisfied with the relevance of the course contents to the

changing requirements of the industry. glYo of the teachers agreed with the flexibility of the

academic curriculum in terms of the choice of electives offered. 92Yo of the teachers satisfied

with the enunciation of the learning outcomes in terms of conceptual, creative and thinking

skilli. glYo of the teachers rated the alignment of the evaluation system with the testing of the

learning outcornes of each course in terms of conceptual, creative and critical thinking skills as

good and above, others disagreed with it.

S.

No.
Attributes

Excellent
(s)

Very
Good

(4)

Good
(3)

Average
(2)

Poor
(1)

1

Hor,r' do you rate the comprehensiveness of
the courses included in the academic

clllriculum of the programme?

29.09% 30.91% 34.55% 3.64% 1.8204

1

F{ou' do },ou rate the balance between

knon.ledge and skill based inputs in
academic curriculum of the programme?

41 .82% 27.27% 16.36% 14.55% 0.00%

a
J

How do you rate the alignment of the course

contents with the learning outcomes?

4\,82% 30.91% 18.18% 9.09% 0 00%

4

How do you rate the relevance of the course

oontents to the changing requirements of the

professiorVindustry?

23.64% 45,45% 2l .82% 9.09% 0.0a%

5

How do you rate the flexibility of the

academic curriculum in terms of the choioe

of electives offered? \

27,27% 45.45% 18.18% 7.27% 1.8204

6

How do you rate the enunciation of the

learning outcomes in terms of conceptual,

creative and thinking skills?

19.18% 41 .82% 32.73% 7 .270h 0.00%

7

How do you rate the alignment of the

evaluation system with the testing of the

learning outcomes of each course in terms of
coneeptual, creative and critical thinking
skills?

30,9l%

il

38. 18% 2t.82% 9.09% 0.00%

*All figures are in peroentage

K. DHAR
Director

Jaqannath lnternational Management scheolv'v-' 
ocF Pkt--9, sector-B,

Vasant Kuni, ['lew Delhi-l10070
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DR. RAVI K. DHAR
Director

Jagannath lnternational Management school

OCF Pkt.-g, Sectpr-B,
Vasent Kun"!, New Delhi-11CI070
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DR. RAVI K. DHAR
Director

Iagannath lntemational Management School
OCF Pkt.-g, Sector-B,

Vasant Kunj, New Delhi-110070
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DR. RAVI K. DHAR
Director

Jagannath lnternatisnal Management $chool
OCF Pkt.-9, Sector-B,

Vasant Kunj, New Delhi-110070
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Remarks

It is revealed the syllabus is enriched with the inclusion of advanced topics. The curriculum has

prospects for higher education/employability. The curriculum caters to the needs of the

industryiprofession but have scope for improvement.
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Data collection Year for assessment 

2016-17 
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Analysis Report on Teachers, Feedback 2016 - 2017 on
syllabus and its Transaction at the rnstitution

The teacher feedback actually functioned as an employee satisfaction survey. glyo of the
teachers agreed that courses included in the academic curriculum are comprehensive. 93yo of the
teachers satisfied about the baiance between knowledge and skill based inputs in academic
curriculum. 91% of the teachers agreed with the alignment of the course contents with the
leaming outcomes. 92% of the teachers satisfied with the relevance of the course contents to the
changing requirements of the industry. 92Yo of the teachers agreed with the flexibility of the
academic curriculum in terms of the choice of electives offered. 85% of the teachers satisfied
with'the enunciation of the learning outcomes in terms of conceptual, creative and thinking
skills' 91Yo of the teachers rated the alignment of the evaluation system with the testing of the
learning outcomes of each course in terms of conceptual, creative and critical thinking skills as

good and above, others disagreed with it.

DR. 
Yyrr.DHAR

Jagannafh rnt^-- ?it*ctor

;,;*ffif:ffi$r,ffisch..

S.

l{o. Attributes Excellent
(s)

very
Good

(4)

Good
(3)

Average
(2)

Poor
(1)

1

How do you rate the comprehensiveness of
the courses included in the academic
curriculum of the programme?

29.09% 41 .92% 20.00% 7.27% r.82%

2

F{ow do you rate tli
knowledge and skill based inputs in
ecademic curriculum of the programme?

29,09% 41 .92% 21 .92% 7,27% 0.00?;

?)

J
How do you rate the alignment of the C;;rs.
contents with the learning outcomes?

29.09% 32.73% 29.09% 9.09% 0.00%

4
^r 

t ow oo you rate the relevance of'the course
contents to the changing requirements of the
profession/indust ry?

30.91% 34.55% 27.27% 7.27% 0,a00h

5

How do you rate the fI
academic curriculum in terms of the choice
of electives offered?

25,45% 40,00% 27.27% 5.45% 1.92%

6

How do you rate the enunciation oi tt .
learning outcomes in terms of conceptual,
creative and thinking skills?

32.73% 32.73% 24.00% 14.55% 0.a00h

7

How do you rate the ai
evaluation system with the testing of the
learning outcomes of each course in terms of
conceptual, creative and criti sal thinking
skills?

3636% 36j6% 1 8.19% 9.09% 0,a00h

*All figures are in percentage
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Remarks

Most of the teachers are satisfied with the course content. The curriculum has focus on skill

development and is career-oriented. The contents of the course are aligned with the leaming

outcomes. Evaluation system of the course is also appropriate and aligned with the leaming

outcomes. The curriculum has prospects for higher education/employability

DR,. RAVI K. DF{AR
Director

Jagannath lnternational Management School
OCF Pkt.-9, Sector-B,

Vasant Kuni, New Delhi-110020

dinator DirectorIQAC
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